MASTERING DIGITAL GROCERY
DEMAND WITH ALGORITHMS
Retailers need to prepare now for a constant peak in digital demand
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“Retail-channel participants, from farm to shelf, will need to coordinate in
unprecedented ways to ensure continuity in supply despite rolling plant closures
and pockets of equilibrium rebalancing. Profit margins will likely be affected at
each step during messy rebalancing. Companies will need to rewire for agility
versus trying to achieve static optimization states.” 5
One of the things you can do to
help rebuild margins is cut down
on the breadth of choice you have,
focus on your sales on a few SKUs, buy
those items in greater volume and try to
get much greater economies of scale. That
leads to a lot of review and rationalization
of product selection in stores.6

Retailers and suppliers are in
agreement on the top three areas
of focus over the next year (as a
result of the pandemic)7:
• Demand Forecasting
• Consumer Insights
• Inventory Planning

NEIL SAUNDERS, MANAGING
DIRECTOR, GLOBALDATA RETAIL

1-2%

lift in total sales for
grocery companies
Personalization at scale often
delivers this lift, typically by driving up

loyalty and share-of-wallet among
already-loyal customers 8

“The promise of AI-enablement is
that new math-driven analyses make
it possible for businesses to develop
predictive models, which in turn enable
automated decision making.” 9

14% 23%
Retailers name
adopting AI/Machine
Learning tools a
primary method for
addressing analytic
resource needs7
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Retailers planned
to start a personalization
technology upgrade
over the next year,
before the health crisis10

9%
The number of
retailers report they
have up-to-date
artificial intelligence
software in place 10
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Winning the Digital Grocery Battle With AI
Add intelligence to your retail e-commerce strategy

Q

How can artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML) help grocers
adapt to spiking digital
adoption rates by managing
inventory and margins?
The COVID-19 situation
SAMEER NARULA
has presented a unique
Chief Product Officer
opportunity for the
MANTHAN
Grocery industry, but most
retailers were unprepared
for the surge in online grocery. With an
exceptional demand surge since the pandemic
hit, ensuring stock availability has been the
primary challenge. AI can solve for many
supply chain use cases to improve availability.
A few examples would be self-learning
demand models that can ingest an unlimited
number of internal and external signals, endto-end visibility, optimizing warehousing and
distribution using cognitive techniques along
with IOT, geo-spatial data etc. Once normalcy is
restored in demand patterns, AI can significantly
help in driving profitable growth and improve
low-margins with upsell and cross-sell.

Q

Why should retailers invest in automation to
enable end-to-end inventory visibility?
With today’s limited workforce, expected
to continue in the foreseeable future,

retailers are turning to technology to help bridge
the gap. With an ever-growing assortment,
especially in digital channels, the business
process complexities have become huge, making
automation an absolute necessity. Customers
are fickle and spoilt with choices, and now it
is necessary to ensure every demand signal is
captured at point of origin and made available
in real-time to operational systems to ensure
a great customer experience. There is a need
to create end-to-end visibility from point of
manufacturing to distribution, using this data for
algorithmic merchandizing, inventory planning
and optimization etc. Real-time visibility and
business process integration is foundational to
enabling all this.

Q

How can grocers create and maintain loyal
customer relationships amid a sea of convenient
digital grocery options?
For most shoppers, digital grocery
shopping is all about the convenience it offers.
They need to not only be able to find the right
product but also do so quickly. Failure to do so
results in them quickly hopping over to your
competitors’ site. The question then, is how to
drive the second purchase? Personalization and
in particular, hyper-personalization, will become
the key differentiator that will help retailers
separate themselves from the herd. They need

Manthan is a leading cloud analytics company pioneering applications for consumer-facing businesses. Manthan
excels in the application of decision sciences and AI; its suite of products has been recognized for enabling the
shortest path to proﬁt. Manthan’s products use machine intelligence to process decision contexts and respond
automatically with actions. Manthan’s footprint spans 22 countries.

to understand their core customer segments
and create engagement to encourage behavior
that drives repeated purchases. The use of
algorithms can ease their buying experience
with the creation of smart baskets that are
based on past buying behavior and engage
them with relevant content such as recipes of
their interest and meal planning kits to suit their
tastes. Personalization is not just limited to
product selection but also delivering the right
promotions and coupons. They need to be able
to ensure the availability of the right assortment
and be prepared to meet the online demand with
alternatives if the product is unavailable.

Q

What sort of investment should grocery retailers be
making in AI/ML now to prepare for ongoing digital
demand peaks and how fast can these investments
make an impact?
Digital levels the playing field for everyone,
versus competing with infrastructure of brick
and mortar stores and presence of some of the
largest players. The biggest impact of AI will be
in enabling personal customer experiences at
the front and self-optimizing supply chains at
the backend. AI and ML can drive faster product
discovery and customized replenishment.
With online grocery the results from AI/ML
investments are immediate and ROI positive in a
few weeks making them compelling to consider.

